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VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION AND OVERNIGHT DELIVERY 
 
October 4, 2013 
 
Ms. Elizabeth M. Murphy 
Secretary 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, D.C.  20549 
 
Re: Release No. 34-69919; File No. SR-NYSEMKT-2013-59 
 
Dear Ms. Murphy: 
 
NYSE Euronext, on behalf of NYSE Amex Options (“NYSE Amex” or the “Exchange”),  appreciates the 
opportunity to comment on the proposed rule change regarding the filing to establish a process for 
Exchange participants to better transact combination orders in NDX and RUT options (the “Proposal”).  
Several comments have been received and the Exchange wishes to submit this letter to address, in 
particular, whether Customer orders might be in some way disadvantaged by the proposed changes. 
 
Overview of the Proposal 
 
NDX and RUT are cash settled index options that track the performance of the Nasdaq 100 and Russell 
2000 indexes.  While it is relatively easy to express a directional view on the movement in those indexes 
by simply buying or selling calls or puts, it is somewhat more difficult to express a directional view on 
the movement in volatility in the NDX or RUT indexes.  Typically, to express a view on volatility, 
participants will look to buy or sell options referencing a specific price level in the security – in this case 
the index price level – in what is known as a “tied” transaction.   
 
To gain the necessary long or short exposure to the index, participants can either “tie” their RUT or NDX 
option trades to trades in futures, or synthetically create the exposure by trading a combination of calls 
and puts on the index, having the same strike price and expiration.  Such combination of calls and puts is 
commonly referred to as a “combo” or “combo trade.”  
 
The Exchange, in recognition of the challenges participants may encounter in effecting a combo trade 
during volatile markets, has proposed that participants can utilize the bids and offers represented by the 
Exchange BBO for all legs of the order included in the combo, anytime during the 2 hours preceding the 
time in which they are asking for a market in a RUT or NDX tied trade which is utilizing the combo to 
effect the “tied” portion of the trade1.   
 

                                                 
1  See Release No. 34-69919; File No. SR-NYSEMKT-2013-59 pages 10 to 12. 
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Notably, the 2 hour look back would require that the net price of the combo would have to fit within the 
quoted market for the individual legs of the combo at the same moment in time.  Participants could not, 
for example, use the BBO for the calls from 10:00am EST, and the BBO for the puts at 10:02am EST.  The 
Exchange notes that ample examples are provided in the filing to explain the methodology. 
 
Rationale for this Approach 
 
The Exchange notes that the same difficulty in executing “tied” trades in equity and ETF options does 
not exist given the ability of participants to use the Qualified Contingent Trade (“QCT”) exemption2 from 
Rule 611 of Regulation NMS to execute the equity or ETF at a price that is through the BBO.  In 
approving a modification to the QCT exemption, the Commission noted it “believes that qualified 
contingent trades potentially could become too risky and costly to be employed successfully if they were 
required to meet the trade-through provisions of Rule 611. Absent an exemption, participants in 
contingent trades often would need to use the Rule’s intermarket sweep order exception and route 
orders to execute against protected quotations with better prices than an NMS stock component of the 
contingent trade. Any executions of these routed orders could throw the participants “out of hedge” 
and necessitate additional transactions in an attempt to correct the imbalance. As a practical matter, 
the difficulty of maintaining a hedge, and the risk of falling out of hedge, could dissuade participants 
from engaging in contingent trades, or at least raise the cost of such trades.  The elimination or 
reduction of this trading strategy potentially could remove liquidity from the market.” (emphasis 
added).  Participants engaged in “tied” transactions involving equities or ETF’s are able, using the QCT 
exemption, to print the equity or ETF at a price that is through the BBO for that equity or ETF.   
 
Similarly, the Proposal would enable the RUT or NDX combo to be printed through the BBO for the 
combo legs but only if it could fit within the BBO for the combo legs during a 2 hour look back window.  
The Exchange notes that no such restriction applies to the QCT exemption.   
 
The Exchange believes that adopting the proposal would foster greater transparency and price discovery 
in NDX and RUT options to the benefit of all market participants. As complex negotiated trades, 
participants to a combo trade agree on a net debit or credit for the transaction based on current market 
conditions.  As with QCT’s, a successful combo trade is contingent upon the successful execution of all 
other components/legs at or near the same time and price.  Achieving that success can mean not 
altering the pricing dynamics of the marketplace. However, the QCT exemption is not available to NDX 
and RUT combo trades as NDX and RUT are options on indexes and thus do not meet the QCT 
exemption requirement that at least one component of  a QCT is in an NMS stock3.  
 
Customer Harm 
 
The Exchange is not aware that the QCT exemption has given rise to concerns about customer harm, 
and therefore does not believe that the Proposal should give rise to such concerns since, as noted, it is 

                                                 
2  See  Release No. 34-57620 
3  Id. 
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much more limited in scope (only two issues) and in nature (only a 2 hour look back). QCT’s have no 
such similar restrictions. A QCT can be comprised of any NMS stock that bears a specific derivative 
relationship to another security and be eligible for the QCT exemption, so long as other conditions are 
met.  Additionally, a QCT can be executed irrespective of where the NBBO was two hours previously, five 
hours previously, or even the entire day.   
 
As with the QCT exemption, the Exchange believes that the Proposal would remove impediments to and 
perfect the mechanism of a free and open market. Specifically, the Proposal will contribute to the 
maintenance of a fair and orderly market by helping market participants execute combo trades during 
times of market volatility. Further, the Exchange has crafted the Proposal very carefully as it does not 
wish to adopt any practices that can be perceived to cause customer harm and potentially have a 
negative impact on order flow. The Proposal requires that if there are resting public customer orders on 
all of the legs of the individual series of the combo at the same point in time, at least on leg of the order 
must trade at a price that is better than the corresponding bid or offer of a customer. Again, it is not the 
price of the individual legs that are important to the participants of the combo trade rather it is the net 
debit or credit achieved by the combo trade that is the true price. As such, these combos are generally 
viewed as a different market and are arguably not in competition with any customer orders in a single 
leg market of the combo trade. Additionally, as these combo trades are price reported with a special 
indicator, which serves to avoid confusion and assist with price discovery, the Exchange will be able to 
monitor and surveil for any potential customer impact.  
 
In summary, the Exchange believes the Proposal is analogous to the QCT exemption utilized by 
participants to effect “tied” trades involving equities and ETF’s, albeit much more limited in scope and 
scale, and therefore does not present concerns of customer harm. Further, we believe that it will benefit 
all participants in the form of greater opportunities to trade, fostering price discovery and transparency.   
 
The Exchange agrees wholeheartedly with the Commission’s rationale for approving the Qualified 
Contingent Trade exemption, specifically, that “the elimination or reduction of this trading strategy 
potentially could remove liquidity from the market,” and believes that the same rationale applies to this 
proposal.  
 
We appreciate the Commission’s consideration of our comments.  If the Commission or its Staff has any 
questions, please feel free to contact Mr. Mike Babel, at (212) 656-4744. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 


